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Abstract. The part of security that perhaps most affect the users is
user authentication. The predominant mechanism to achieve this is passwords. Thus, design decisions in this are are important for both the usability and the security of the system.
During this seminar you will train your ability to comprehend and apply research results in the area of security and usable security. You will
combine results from different areas to analyse different aspects and to
evaluate the security and usability of different designs.
We need Chap. 2 “Usability and Psychology” of [And08]. Further, we
need a basic understanding of information theory [Sha48], for this you
are recommended to read “Chapter 6: Shannon entropy” [Uel]. Finally,
we will discuss the results of “Of passwords and people: Measuring the
effect of password-composition policies” [Kom+11], “Guess again (and
again and again): Measuring password strength by simulating passwordcracking algorithms” [Kel+12] and “Can long passwords be secure and
usable?” [Sha+14].
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Introduction

User authentication is present in most systems. There is one security mechanism which can be found almost everywhere, which is intended to solve this
problem: passwords. From a usability perspective, this is a bad way to do user
authentication. This will, of course, also yield security implications.
Usually, in systems using passwords, the password selection of the users are
governed by some password-composition policy to help (or force) the users to
select strong passwords. Thus, how these policies are designed has a great impact
on the resulting passwords the users choose. This impact is not always what is
expected, in fact, sometimes a password policy can result in weaker passwords.
There is no indication that passwords will be replaced any time soon, so if we
must use passwords, we would better use them well.
1.1

Aim

The aim of this seminar is to examine password-composition policies. We want
to find out how different policies affect users’ password choices and how we can
use this knowledge for designing better policies. During this seminar you should
show that you are able to:

– Comprehend and apply research results in the area of security and usable
security.
– Combine results from different areas to analyse different aspects.
– Evaluate the security and usability of different designs.
1.2

Outline

The next section covers what you must read before you understand this assignment and how to do the work. Section 3 covers the work to be done, i.e. how you
should learn this. Section 4 covers how it will be examined, i.e. how you show
that you have fulfilled the intended learning outcomes given above.
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Theory

First you must read Chap. 2 “Usability and Psychology” in [And08]. Further, you
need a basic understanding of information theory [Sha48] for this assignment,
for this you are recommended to read “Chapter 6: Shannon entropy” [Uel].
Then, to participate in this seminar you must have read the papers “Of passwords and people: Measuring the effect of password-composition policies” [Kom+11],
“Guess again (and again and again): Measuring password strength by simulating password-cracking algorithms” [Kel+12] and “Can long passwords be secure
and usable?” [Sha+14]. In these papers the authors have studied how different
password-composition policies affects users’ choice of passwords.
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Assignment

You should read the material. While reading, write down your thoughts. Let
these questions guide your reading:
– What are the main results of the research paper?
– How did they conclude them?
After reading and reflection, think about the following questions:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

How do these results compare to your experience of what is used in practice?
What is your strategy for remembering passwords?
How do you react to different password policies?
What would be a good password-composition policy? Why would that be
good?
How much information do you think a password policy reveals about the
passwords? Is there any way we can estimate that?
Is it fine to write down passwords or not?
In the situation where you have forgotten you password, what kind of password recovery schemes have you encountered?
What is your reaction towards the different password recovery schemes?
How should password recovery be dealt with in a secure way?

– What problems do you perceive with authentication of users in general?
Finally, look at the University’s password-composition policy, what are the strengths
and weaknesses of this policy?
During the seminar we will first discuss the papers and your reflections from
reading them. After that we will work in groups of 3–4 students. We will first
discuss how we can estimate how much a password policy reveals about the
passwords, i.e. how the password policy can make guessing easier. Then every
group will design a password-composition policy, drawing from both the papers
and the discussions. Finally, every group will present their policy and analysis,
then we will evaluate it together.
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Examination

To pass this assignment you need to come prepared and actively participate in
the seminar.
Acknowledgement. This work is released under the Creative Commons AttributionShareAlike 3.0 Unported license. To view a copy of this license, visit http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/. You can find the original source
code in URL https://github.com/OpenSecEd/passwd/pwdguess/.
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